
Phage Name: 
Your Name: 
Your Institution: 
Your email: 

Additional emails: 
 (For correspondence) 

Please check each box indicating completion of each task. If you are not sure how to do something,
please see the Online Bioinformatics manual page "How to Pass Preliminary Review".  

1. Does the genome sequence in your final contain the same number of bases and is it the
same as the posted sequence on phagesdb.org?

2. Are all the genes “valid” when you click the “validate” button?
3. Have the genes been renumbered such that they go sequentially from 1 to the highest

number?
4. Have all old BLAST hits been cleared, and all gene features reBLASTed?
5. Are the locus tags the"SEA_ PHAGENAME"?
6. Has the Documentation been recreated to match the information in the feature table?
7. Have tRNA ends been adjusted with web-based Aragorn and/or tRNAscan SE?
8. Has the frameshift in the tail assembly chaperone been annotated (where applicable?)

9. For the items below, generate a genome profile, and review the following.  For the

YourPhageName_CompleteNotes.dnam5 file:

a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Does every gene have one and only one complete set of Notes
c. Do the functions in the Notes match the official function list?
d. Are all three lines of functional evidence described for EVERY gene?
e. Do the notes contain the initial Glimmer/GeneMark data from the autoannotation?

For the YourPhageName .dnam5 file:
a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Is the Notes field empty (including hidden marks?)
c. Do the function names in the Product field either match the official function list or 

say "Hypothetical Protein"?
d. Is the Function field empty (including hidden marks?) 
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10. Did you use PECAAN to annotate your phage?
If, so please describe how in the text field  after question 11.

11. Describe any issues or specific genes that you were unable to satisfactorily resolve,
and warrant further inspection in the Quality Control review.

https://seaphagesbioinformatics.helpdocsonline.com/untitled-16
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	Institution: The College of St. Scholastica
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	Describe: PECAAN used for all annotation procedures

Gene 47 - strong disagreement between two start sites (need further investigating)

Gene 63 - Glimmer and GeneMark do not agree. Suggested start site is a TTG. Only 2 other phages have this gene. Both others are drafts. (Delete the gene). Its a random reverse gene. Overlap.

Gene 70-4 bp overlap (not called) vs. more commonly called 1 bp overlap 

Gene 77 - called NKF but relatively strong HHPRED evidence for replication initiation-related protein. 
Dpr function listed in official functions list, HHPRED match did not show up for Highbury but did for Saints25
Rerunning HHPRED yielded no new results, protein sequences are exactly the same

Gene 102 - 453 gap, possible gene missing between 101 and 102

Gene 105 - NCBI BLAST had 100% hit for endolysin, HHpred had good coverage and probability for diphosphorylase. Many matches in phages db but no one called a function. 

Gene 109/115 - similar to 105, NCBI BLAST had hypothetical protein, HHpred had not enough coverage this time. No other genes had called hypothetical protein, labeled as NKF for now


Gene 112-  Czyszczon1 has most annotated start site but did not call it, called start 5 in starterator, majority called start site 6 due to shrinking the gap ( from 63 to 15), no HHPRED or NCBI BLAST hits at glimmer start. Switched to Genemark start with smaller gap, but worse SD score. Coding potential appears to fit both start sites, might want to check again. 

Gene 121: GeneMark and Glimmer disagree on start sight, very small Pham and both potential start sights only have 1 other call. Large gap between reverse genes. Possible gene missing between 121 and 122. 

Gene 133: GeneMark and Glimmer disagree, but GeneMark has a better overlap of 4 bp compared to a 5 bp gap on Glimmer. Glimmer start is called 68 times on Starterator, as opposed to GeneMark start, which is called only 37 times. 

Gene 135: Solid HHPRED hit on zinc-finger but not strong enough evidence to call it. Would be the first one called.

Gene 137: Glimmer and GeneMark disagree and Starterator has suggested start that is neither on Glimmer or GeneMark with 103 calls. Starterator SS was chosen.

Comparison between GeneMark and GeneMark S - coding bias doesn’t match between host and phage? Newly acquired gene/genetic information?

	Your Name: Daniel Westholm
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